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Abstract: The Western Pacific Warm Pool (WP), with the highest sea surface temperature (SST) in
the world, has strong impacts on the drought variations in Eurasia. However, since the little ice age
(1250–1850, LIA), the co-climatic drought pattern due to WP warming in Eurasia remains unclear.
This is a long-term warming background for the current warming period (CWP). In this paper, we
use both instrumental data and 1625 tree-ring width records from Eurasia to investigate the drought
patterns in both modern and historical periods. This study revealed two seesaw precipitation patterns,
namely the Central Asia–Mongolia (CAMO) and Northern Europe–Southern Europe (NESE) patterns.
When the Western Pacific Warm Pool sea surface temperature (WPSST) is high, precipitation increases
in Central Asia and Northern Europe, and decreases in Mongolia and southern Europe. When the
positive (negative) phase event of the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) occurs, the WPSST is
reduced (increased), and the decreases (increases) of precipitation in Central Asia and Northern
Europe and the increases (decreases) in precipitation in Mongolia and southern Europe are more
obvious. The CAMO dipole has been strengthened since the LIA. The CAMO dipole is positively
correlated with solar radiation and Northern Hemisphere temperature, and negatively correlated
with Pacific decadal oscillations (PDO).
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1. Introduction

Global warming has changed the water cycle, such as increasing the frequency and intensity
of global droughts and floods [1]. Assessing drought trends in the context of global warming is
particularly important, because the economic costs of drought far outweigh the costs of other natural
disasters in the context of global warming [2].

A great deal of research has been done to investigate the temporal and spatial variations of
drought and the relationships between variations in different regions. Some studies have shown
that the Western Pacific Warm Pool sea surface temperature (WPSST) affects the drought patterns in
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Eurasia [3–5]. The Western Pacific Warm Pool (WP) was covered by a thick surface of warm water,
which is an important source of global heat and water [6]. The hydrological changes in WP are closely
related to the high latitude climate change via modulating large-scale circulation systems [3,7–9].
Studies [5,10] indicated that convective heating anomalies near the western Pacific and the Philippines
establish a link between East Asian and northwestern Pacific climates. Yan and Li [11] showed that
convection in the tropical western Pacific in summer has an important influence on the precipitation in
the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River by modulating the subtropical high and the East
Asian summer monsoon. Zhang et al. pointed out that La Niña, a warmer-than-normal WPSST, often
caused North Atlantic oscillation (NAO) positive anomalies and enhanced North Atlantic jet streams,
resulting in a wet north and dry south of Europe [2]. At the interdecadal (10–100 year) scale, it has also
been observed that the increase of the WPSST is positively associated with NAO [12–14].

Although many studies based on instrumental records have explored the response of precipitation
in Eurasia to WPSST, they are still unclear about the covarying drought patterns and their regimes
in pre-industrial periods when the human impacts were weakened. This requires long-term proxy
data. The warming in recent decades is based on the warming background since the little ice age
(1250–1850, LIA), and the period from the LIA to the contemporary warm period is the most significant
warming period in the last millennium [15]. In addition, comparisons between the dry and wet
changes in Eurasia, where human activity was relatively weak before industrialization, and the current
warming period (CWP) are helpful in assessing the natural and anthropogenic processes of dry and
wet changes [15].

A tree-ring proxy is ideal for this study due to its high spatiotemporal resolution, large spatial
coverage, long time duration and high climate sensitivity [16]. Tree rings are the most widely used proxy
data for studies on climate change over the past millennium. There have been many tree-ring-based
drought reconstructions in East Asia and Europe [17–19], but there is still no tree-ring-based study of
co-varying drought patterns over the entirety of Eurasia. This study investigates the spatiotemporal
hydroclimate characteristics in instrumental and historical periods with special attention to their
relationships with WPSST.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Tree-Ring Data

We have synthesized 1729 Eurasian tree-ring width chronologies from the International Tree
Ring Date Bank (https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/paleoclimatology-data/datasets/tree-ring),
including the corresponding longitudes, latitudes, start and end years. The tree-ring chronologies
were developed after removing the age-related growth trends by fitting in growth curves (a negative
exponential curve, straight line or a spline cure with a fixed step size of 100 years, by the ARSTAN
program) [20]. We excluded the tree-ring chronologies with an insufficient number of cores (<30 cores)
or length (<200 years), resulting in 1625 standard tree-ring chronologies (STD).

2.2. Meteorological Data

The monthly total precipitation data used in this study, with a spatial resolution of 0.5◦ × 0.5◦, were
from the climate research unit (CRU). We chose data from 1951 because the number of weather records
used to generate CRU data in the region was greatly reduced before 1951 [21,22]. Precipitation data
has a grid distribution, while tree-ring data is sparse and irregularly scattered. For the convenience of
research, the precipitation data are processed into the same position distribution as the tree rings. Most
of the tree-ring chronologies end after 1990, and there is less reliable data after 1990. The instrumental
data and tree-ring chronology periods studied in this study are from 1951 to 1990.

The SST data is COBE-SST2 monthly average grid data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), with a total data age of 1850–2015 and 1◦ × 1◦ spatial resolution [23].
To eliminate the effect of global warming on SST, we removed the trend of SST. According to previous
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research, the square region of the western Pacific (0–18◦ N, 115◦ E–150◦ E) represents WP [24,25]. In this
study, the SST in this area is averaged in the meridional and zonal directions, and then the annual
average SST is the annual average WPSST.

The 850hPa potential height field and 850hPa wind field data are from Reanalysis 1 of National
Centers for Environmental Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR).
The total age of the data is 1948–2016, and the spatial resolution is 2.5◦ × 2.5◦ [26]. Water vapor is
mainly concentrated in the middle and lower layers of the troposphere. An 850hPa layer is a typical
layer. The wind field and potential height field can describe the transportation of water vapor well.
The Niño 3.4 indexes from 1951 to 2018 were derived from the National Climate Prediction Center
(NCPC). Reconstruction time series of the Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO) [27], solar radiation [28]
and temperature in the Northern Hemisphere [29] were obtained from the NOAA.

2.3. Methods

Firstly, this study analyzed the response characteristics of precipitation in Eurasia to WPSST from
1951 to 1990. WPSST causes an increase in precipitation in one place and a decrease in precipitation
in another place, which are called a pair of precipitation dipoles. At the same time, the response
characteristics of precipitation-sensitive tree-ring chronology from 1951 to 1990 to WPSST were
combined. We selected the regions that could reflect the impact of WPSST on precipitation with
tree-ring chronology and constructed the existing precipitation dipoles. If the dipoles were obvious
during the historical period, then we inferred a change of precipitation at this time. We studied the
effect of SST anomaly on precipitation in Eurasia by using a complex analysis method. The standard
deviation of WPSST from 1951 to 1990 was used as the SST threshold. Years with WPSST above one
standard deviation were defined as extremely warm years; years with WPSST below one negative
standard deviation were defined as extremely cold years. The effects of extreme sea temperature on
precipitation in Eurasia, with and without ENSO events, were studied based on the year in which the
ENSO event occurred. Finally, the tree-ring chronology was used to reconstruct precipitation dipoles
since the LIA, and to find the factors that affect the dipole changes on an interdecadal scale.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Western Pacific Warm Pool Sea Surface Temperature and Precipitation in Eurasia in Instrumental Periods

We only selected the instrumental records in the grid with nearby ring data to facilitate the
comparison between instrument and ring data. A dipole precipitation pattern was observed in Central
Asia, with the precipitation in Central Asia positively correlated with the WPSST, and precipitation in
Mongolia negatively correlated with the WPSST [30,31]. This was defined as the Central Asia–Mongolia
(CAMO) dipole pattern. In Europe, we observed a Northern Europe—Southern Europe (NESE) dipole
pattern, with WPSST positively correlated with precipitation in Northern Europe and negatively
correlated with that in southern Europe [4,32] (Figure 1a). There was no significant positive correlation
between tree chronology and annual precipitation in Siberia (Figure 1b), which limits our ability to
detect historically dry dipoles from tree rings. Therefore, the characteristics of precipitation in Siberia
are not discussed in this paper.

The first-mode variance contribution rate of the empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis
of European precipitation is 36.9% (Figure 2a), and precipitation shows the opposite characteristics
of Northern Europe and Southern Europe as shown in Figure 1a. It can be seen from the time series
(PC1) change curve that this type exhibits obvious interannual changes and also has a periodical
characteristic. After the 1980s, it was almost all in a negative phase (Figure 2b). The contribution of the
first-mode variance of the precipitation EOF analysis in Asia is 20.7% (Figure 2c). The precipitation
characteristics of Mongolia and Central Asia (excluding the Tibetan Plateau) are opposite. The time
series (PC1) of this feature vector shows significant interannual changes (Figure 2d). The analysis
results of EOF verified the existence of the effects of WPSST on CAMO and NESE.
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Figure 2. The first mode of empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of precipitation from 1951 to 1990 in
(a) Europe and (c) Asia. The time series corresponding to the first mode of EOF in (b) Europe and (d)
Asia. Only the precipitation sequences that show both a significant correlation between precipitation
and WPSST (precipitation changes are affected by WPSST) and a significant positive correlation between
tree-ring chronology and precipitation (the tree-ring chronology is sensitive to precipitation changes,
and the tree-ring chronology can be used instead of studying precipitation changes).

When WPSST increased, precipitation in Central Asia and Nordic increased significantly, while
precipitation in Mongolia and southern Europe decreased. The difference in annual precipitation
between abnormally warm and cold WPSST years can reach 28% of the total annual precipitation
(Figure 3a). The precipitation changes associated with extreme SST are similar to correlations between
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local precipitation and WPSST (Figure 1a). With the occurrence of an ENSO event, the annual
precipitation difference in Europe, Mongolia, and Central Asia increased significantly (Figure 3b),
which was consistent with the previously discovered influence of ENSO on precipitation events in
Eurasia [2,33]. This indicates that the impacts of extreme WPSST on extreme precipitation changes in
Eurasia are largely regulated by ENSO events.
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warm years (during La Niña) and abnormal cold years (during El Niño); annual precipitation is divided
by annual average precipitation from 1951 to 1990.

3.2. Oceanic and Atmospheric Processes Linking Western Pacific Warm Pool Sea Surface Temperature and
Precipitation in Eurasia

In this study, the large-scale atmospheric circulation associated with WPSST extreme warm
and cold years in years with and without ENSO events is discussed. It was found that, under the
background of ENSO events, the precipitation anomalies between WPSST extreme warm years and
extreme cold years in Eurasia are more obvious, and the anomalies of sea level potential height field
and wind field are also higher than those without ENSO events. This indicates that a WPSST anomaly
coinciding with an ENSO event has a great influence on precipitation in Eurasia [33].

WPSST is significantly correlated with the 850hPa zonal wind field in Central Asia (Figure 4).
The precipitation anomaly in Central Asia is mainly caused by zonal wind anomaly. Except for the
Qinghai–Tibet Plateau, WPSST is negatively correlated with Central Asia zonal wind and positively
correlated with Mongolian zonal wind, with a significance of p < 0.1 (Figure 4b). When WPSST rises,
the east wind anomaly is the main anomaly in Central Asia. The western Pacific warm and humid
airflow brings abundant water vapor. The western Pacific subtropical high is located in the north, and
there is more precipitation in Central Asia [24]. At this time, the Mongolian region was an inland
dry and cold westerly anomaly; there was an anticyclonic circulation anomaly and an increase in
atmospheric pressure (Figure 5a,b). As a result, precipitation in Mongolia is reduced and drought is
prone to occurring.
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Figure 4. Correlation between (a) annual average 850hPa potential height field, (b) annual average
850hPa zonal wind, and (c) annual average 850hPa meridional wind during their common period from
1951 to 1990. Significant (p < 0.1) correlations in (a–c) are dotted shadow area.

In Europe, the effect of WPSST is more evident in 850hPa meridional wind. The variation of
precipitation in Europe is mainly caused by the difference between 850hPa potential height field and
meridional wind field circulation (Figure 4a,c). When WPSST rises, the pressure increase in southern
Europe is much greater than in Northern Europe (Figure 5a), resulting in strong westerly anomalies
over Europe and an enhanced North Atlantic jet stream [2]. At this time, the largest humidity advection
axis over Europe is from southwest to northeast, from the Atlantic to the Nordics and Scandinavia [4].
Humidity transport is enhanced (weaker) in Northern (Southern) Europe, and there are (reverse)
cyclonic circulation anomalies in Northern (Southern) Europe (Figure 5b). This results in warmer
WPSST years in Northern Europe, where storms and humidity are higher than normal, while Southern
Europe is drier than normal [34].
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In a WPSST anomaly year with ENSO event, the difference between the potential height field
and wind field is greater than that in WPSST anomaly years without ENSO events (Figure 6a,b).
At the same time, in the warm WPSST year, the Nordics and Central Asia are more humid, and
Southern Europe and Mongolia are less rainy (Figure 3b). Both the CAMO and NESE dipole types
have increased intensities.
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4. Relationship with Western Pacific Warm Pool Sea Surface Temperature since the Little Ice Age

4.1. Central Asia–Mongolia Dipole Mode

Many annual rings in Eurasia are sensitive to precipitation. This study selected tree-ring
chronologies that had a significant (p < 0.1) positive correlation with precipitation and a significant
correlation with WPSST (Figures 1b and 7). These tree-ring chronologies can represent local precipitation
changes and reflect precipitation changes caused by WPSST. A total of 44 tree-ring chronologies met
these conditions. Among them, there were 21 tree-ring chronologies in Asia and 23 in Europe.
The response of precipitation-sensitive tree rings to the WPSST is very similar to the responses for
precipitation in Eurasia, except for a few regions of Europe (Figures 1a and 7). This indicates that the
annual rings sensitive to precipitation can better reflect the impact of WPSST on precipitation patterns.
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For the CAMO dipole, there were six chronologies for Mongolia (negative correlation with WPSST)
and seven chronologies for Central Asia (positively related to WPSST) (Figure 7). The chronology of
the two regions is average, and the chronological length of each region is 1280–1990. The mean time
series of two regions are reversely correlated with the WPSST. When WPSST rises, the precipitation in
Mongolia (Central Asia) is reduced (increased) and the growth of trees is slowed down (accelerated).
The growth of trees in Central Asia and Mongolia shows the reverse; that is, the chronology is negatively
correlated. The stronger the negative phase of the correlation, the more significant the CAMO dipole.
When the CAMO dipole is strong in historical periods, we may think that the increase in WPSST at this
time caused the reduction of precipitation in Mongolia and the increase in precipitation in Central Asia.
We calculated the running correlation based on a 41-year window of the standard chronology and the
interdecadal chronology. As shown in Figure 8, this dipole is only significant on the interdecadal scale.

The CAMO dipole is only significant on the interdecadal timescale but not on interannual
timescales (Figure 8), which may be because the ENSO signal is too strong on interannual timescales to
mask the influence of the WPSST on interannual timescales [35]. The dipole variations on interdecadal
timescales are less significant in modern periods than historical periods of the early 14th, early 15th,
mid-17th and 18th centuries (Figure 8).

Because the chronology contained in the NESE dipole is too short, the total length of the chronology
is less than two hundred years, so this paper does not analyze the historical changes of this dipole.
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4.2. Impact Factors

Solar radiation is a key external force on climate change. As shown in Figure 9a, the interdecadal
variations in solar radiation intensity are closely related to the intensity of the CAMO dipole. CAMO is
particularly strong when the solar radiation is intensified. For example, since the LIA, CAMO has been
intensified corresponding to the enhancement of the solar radiation. On the other hand, the CAMO
pattern is very weak during the Maunder Minimum period (1645–1715) with weak solar radiation
(Figure 9a). However, the positive correlation between the strength of the CAMO and solar irradiation
has weakened in the 20th century, which may be caused by the intensification of human influence.
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Figure 9. Comparison between the strength of the Central Asia–Mongolia (CAMO) dipole as indicated
by the 41-year-window-based running correlation shown in Figure 5 (blue). (a) The solar radiation
(black); (b) the reconstructed Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO) index (standardized index) (black);
and (c) the Northern Hemisphere temperature (standardized index) (black) value. The Northern
Hemisphere temperatures were produced as an average of the temperature reconstructions from Mann.
These data were smoothed using a low-pass filter (f < 0.02) to facilitate visual comparison.
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In addition to being closely related to solar radiation, CAMO also showed close linkages with the
temperature variations in the Northern Hemisphere (Figure 9c). When the solar radiation increases,
the temperature in the Northern Hemisphere increases. At this time, ENSO is usually in the negative
phase, that is, the La Nina state [29], corresponding to the rise of WPSST. There is an east wind anomaly
in Central Asia, with warm and humid airflow from the ocean increasing; meanwhile, the inter-tropical
convergence zone (ITCZ) and the western Pacific subtropical high are expanding and northward.
This means that the east wind anomaly in Central Asia will also be northerly, which will enhance the
northward transport of tropical air masses [24,36,37]. The anomalous changes in the wind field have
brought abundant water vapor to Central Asia, which makes Central Asia rainier and wetter than at
other times. At this time, the Mongolian region is a west wind anomaly (Figure 4b); a clockwise wind
field anomaly and an increase in pressure field are not conducive to precipitation. The difference in
precipitation between Central Asia and Mongolia is increased, and the CAMO dipole is enhanced.

In addition, the strength of CAMO is also closely related to PDO. The overall trend of the CAMO
dipole has been consistent with PDO since LIA, and CAMO dipole is stronger when PDO is in the
negative phase (Figure 9b). The reason for this phenomenon may be that the periodicity of PDO is
obvious in multi-decade scale [38]. The PDO is a key modulator for the interdecadal variations of the
WPSST. The WPSST is low (high) during the positive (negative) phase of PDO [39]. When WPSST
is increased, precipitation in Mongolia is reduced, precipitation in central Asia is increased, and the
negative correlation of tree-ring chronology in Mongolia and central Asia is enhanced, that is, the
CAMO dipole is enhanced. PDO changes the WPSST, which in turn causes changes in precipitation in
the Eurasian region that are regulated by WPSST. This can explain the inverse correlation between the
CAMO dipole and the PDO. However, when the PDO index had a strong positive value, the CAMO
dipole intensity at this time was not as weak as before in the first half of the 20th century, which may
be due to the dramatic increase in the temperature of the contemporary warm period.

5. Conclusions

This paper analyzes the impact of WPSST on precipitation in Eurasia since LIA. The main
conclusions are as follows:

(1) In Asia, there is a CAMO dipole in which precipitation is regulated by WPSST. The precipitation
increases (decreases) in Central Asia (Mongolia) when WPSST rises. In Europe, a NESE dipole
with a positive (negative) correlation between WPSST was found, and precipitation increases
(decreases) in Northern (Southern) Europe when WPSST rises.

(2) The impact of WPSST anomalies on precipitation changes in Eurasia is largely regulated by ENSO.
When there is an ENSO positive (negative) phase event, the corresponding WPSST decreases
(increases), and the decreases (increases) of precipitation in Central Asia and Northern Europe
and the increases (decreases) in precipitation in Mongolia and Southern Europe are more obvious.
Both CAMO and NESE dipole strengths increase.

(3) The impact of WPSST on precipitation in Europe and Asia is mainly generated by atmospheric
circulation. When WPSST is increased, Central Asia is mainly an east wind anomaly. The warm
and humid airflow bring abundant water vapor, and the precipitation in East Asia increases.
Mongolia has dry–cold west wind with reduced precipitation. The difference in precipitation
between Central Asia and Mongolia is strengthened and the CAMO dipole is enhanced. At the
same time, when WPSST rises, the wind field over the European continent is from southwest to
northeast. The humidity transmission in Northern (Southern) Europe is enhanced (weakened).
Northern (Southern) Europe has an obvious (reverse) cyclonic circulation. The moisture in
Northern Europe is above average, while Southern Europe is drier, and the NESE dipole
is enhanced.

(4) The CAMO dipole of 1280–1990 was reconstructed using the tree-ring chronology. This dipole has
a significant correlation on the interdecadal scale. The CAMO dipole has a positive correlation
with solar radiation and the temperature in the Northern Hemisphere since the LIA. When the
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solar radiation is enhanced and the temperature in the Northern Hemisphere is increased, the
WPSST is increased and the dipole is enhanced. The CAMO dipole is negatively correlated
with PDO, and the periodicity of CAMO on the interdecadal scale is consistent with the PDO
period. The intensity of the CAMO dipole is enhanced when the PDO is weakened. During
the contemporary warm period since the industrial age, the CAMO dipole was still extremely
strong during periods when the increase in solar radiation is not obvious and the PDO is not
significantly weakened, which may be mainly due to the sharp increases in temperature caused
by industrial activities.
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